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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
TIM THEMY, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
SEAGULL ENTERPRISES, INC. , 
a Utah corporation, SHIRLEY 
K. WATSON, UNITED BANK, a 
Utah corporation, ZIONS FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK and MURRAY 
BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC. , 
Defendants-Appellants. 
Case No. 15641 
BRIEF IN ANSWER TO PETITION 
FOR A REHEARING 
Pursuant to Rule 76(e), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, 
respondent Tim Themy responds to the points and authorities raised 
by appellants in their Petition for Rehearing and Memorandum in 
Support Thereof as follows: 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The facts of this case have been set forth in great 
detail in the earlier briefs of appellants and respondent. For 
Purpose of this reply to appellants' Petition for Rehearing 
it may be sufficient to remind the Court of the following: 
1. The Judgment of the Lower Court dated October 25, 
l97S, stated that the interests of the defendants in the real 
Property, the personal property, and the FCC license were 
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forfeited. As to the FCC license, the Court stated: 
The interests of defendants Seagull Enterprises 
Inc., Shirley K. Watson, United Bank and Murray' 
Broadcasting Company, Inc. in the FCC license 
described in and arising out of the Purchase 
Agreement for sale of the broadcasting equipment 
and license dated June 26, 1974, are forfeited 
by virtue of the default of the buyer thereunder. 
Plaintiff is the owner of said interests subject 
to the security interest of 0. J. Wilkinson 
(R. 173). 
2. Pursuant to the motion of plaintiff/respondent by 
Order dated March 17, 1978, the trial court ordered the establish· 
ment of a receivership with the receiver holding the following 
powers: 
1. Nick Nichols is hereby appointed as the 
receiver of the real and personal property and of 
the FCC license which forms the subject matter of 
this litigation. 
2. Said receiver shall have all authority 
necessary to preserve the hereinabove described 
assets, and to sell such assets, such powers to 
include, but not to be limited to the following: 
a. To take transfer of the personal 
property and the FCC license heretofore 
awarded to plaintiff by this Court; 
b. To notify the Federal Communications 
Commission of said transfer and to file all 
necessary applications and other documents 
for the obtaining of the FCC approval of the 
transfer; 
c. To manage the KPRQ radio station in a 
manner consistent with FCC regulations; 
d. To authorize the station managers to 
continue paying all proper and legitimate 
expenses as they come due; 
e. To seek FCC approval for the transfe\~!a 
the location of the station to property contra 
by plaintiff in Murray,Utah. 
-2-
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f. To seek FCC approval for re-transfer 
of the broadcasting license to plaintiff or to 
negotiate with prospective buyers for pu~chase 
of the license, and to perform all acts necessary 
to effect such transfer; 
g. To obtain legal counsel in Salt Lake 
City and in Washington, D.C. for the purpose 
of obtaining transfers of the FCC license to 
said receiver and thereafter to plaintiff or 
his designee. 
3. In the alternative to the establishment of 
the above described receivership, and at the option 
of defendants, Seagull, Watson, and Murray Broadcasting, 
said defendants may post a supersedeas bond in the 
amount of $25,000, provided that the same is furnished 
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 73(d). If such 
supersedeas bond is furnished by said defendants by 
the day of March, 1978, plaintiff's Motion for 
Appointment of a Receiver will be denied. 
(R. 209-210) 
3. Appellants appealed from the Judgment below and 
from the Order Appointing Receiver. In addition, appellants 
also moved this Court to stay the Order Appointing Receiver. 
On July 17, 1978, this Court denied appellants' Motion. Similarly, 
on April 4, 1979, this Court affirmed the decision of the lower 
oourt. The Court's decision specifically found that "[t]he 
appointment of the receiver in this case was clearly proper 
~der the rules ... " Themy v. Seagull Enterprises, Inc., 
~, No. 15641, P.2d~~-(Utah, April 4, 1979). 
As more fully set forth below, the arguments presented 
by appellants in their Petition for Rehearing have been considered 
and rejected by this court on two separate occasions. Appellants' 
Petition presents no new evidence and no new legal theories 
Justifying a rehearing of this matter. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I: 
THE APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER BY THE LOWER COURT WAS PROPER 
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While apparently conceding that the Court acted 
properly in declaring a forfeiture of their interest in the real 
and personal and in the FCC license, appellants contend in their 
Petition that enforcement of the Court's decision by means of 
a receiver was improper. This contention is based upon the twin 
contentions that (1) appointment of a receiver impinged upon the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission and (2) 
the establishment of a receivership went beyond the prayer 
of respondent's Complaint. Respondent will briefly discuss 
these issues. 
A. The Receivership Does Not Interfere With The 
Authority of the Commission 
Points I and II of appellants' Petition relate to the 
question of whether the receivership interfers with the authorit' 
of the Federal Communications Commission to authorize the transfi: 
assignment, or other disposition of an FCC license. Appellants' 
contention appears to be based upon a misreading of the nature 
of the Order Appointing Receiver, the text of which respondent 
has set forth in its Statement of Facts, supra. That Order 
does not require appellants to perform any act which will result 
in the transfer, assignment or disposition of the license. 
Rather, it permits the receiver to apply to the FCC for an 
involuntary transfer of the license and further authorizes the 
receiver to act as the transferee of the license in the event th: 
transfer is approved by the Commission. 
The rules of the FCC specifically provide a procedure 
. t ppointi 
whereby an involuntary transfer can be made to an enti Y a 
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by a court to succeed a prior license holder. Thus, 47 c.F.R. 
§1.541 states: 
(a} The Commission shall be notified in writing 
promptly of the ... legal disability of an 
individual permittee or licensee, a member of a 
~artnership, or a person directly or indirectly 
in control of a corporation which is a permittee 
or licensee. 
(b) Within 30 days after the occurrence of such 
. legal disability, an application on FCC 
Form 316 shall be filed requesting consent to 
involuntary assignment of such permit or license 
or for involuntary transfer of control of such 
corporation to a person or entity legally 
qualified to succeed to the foregoing interest 
under the laws of the place having jurisdiction 
over the estate involved. (Emphasis added.) 
The use of a receiver to effect an involuntary transfer 
of an FCC license is well established in FCC practice. See, for 
example, In re Application of Twelve Seventy, Inc., 2 F.C.C.2d 
973 (1966) and In re Application of Second Thursday Corp., 
22 F.C.C.2d 515 (1970) and 25 F.C.C.2d 112 (1970). (Since the 
Federal Communications Commission Reports may not be available 
to the Court, respondent has appended copies of the foregoing 
cases to this Brief.) See also LaRose v. F.C.C., 494 F.2d 1145 
(D.C. Cir. 1974). 
Furthermore, this Court has also approved the appointment 
of a receiver for the purpose of obtaining an involuntary transfer 
of an FCC license. In Shaw v. Robison, 537 P.2d 487 (Utah 1975) 
one of two joint owners of a radio station petitioned and obtained 
from the court a receivership for the purpose of liquidating the 
assets of the corporation, including the FCC license. When the 
Plaintiff subsequently requested the receiver to return the 
station to him and his partner the receiver refused and this 
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Court upheld the receiver's refusal. While the decision does 
not specifically address the appropriateness of the receivershi: 
the Court's approval of the receivership as a means of effectin· 
the involuntary transfer of the defendant's interest in the FCC 
license is implicit in the decision. 
The foregoing authorities make it clear that appellant; 
argument is without merit, and that appointment of a receiver i:. 
this case does not impinge upon the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Communications Commission. On the contrary, the Commission 
and the courts have often recognized such a procedure. 
B. Courts of This State May Establish a Receiver-
ship for the Purpose of Enforcing a Judgment. 
Point III of appellants' Petition argues the propositi: 
that the appointment of a receiver by the lower court was 
improper because a receivership was not specifically prayed for 
in respondent's Complaint. Such a position is untenable in 
light of Rules 66 (a) and 69 (p) which state in pertinent part: 
Rule 66. Receivers. 
(a) Grounds For Appointment. 
be appointed by the court in which 
pending or passed to judgment. 
A receiver may 
an action is 
( 3) After judgment, to carry the judgment 
into effect. 
(4) After judgment . in proceedings 
in aid of execution when an execution has been 
returned unsatisfied, or when the judgment . 
debtor refuses to apply his property in satis· 
faction of the judgment. 
Rule 69. Execution and Proceedings Supplemental Ther:: 
(p) Appointment of Receiver. The court maY 
appoint a receiver of the property of the judgment 
-6-
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debtor, not exempt from execution, and may forbid 
any transfer or other disposition thereof or 
inteference therewith until its further order 
therein . 
The above rules make it clear that a judgment creditor 
may utilize a receiver in order to collect upon his judgment. 
Thus, the establishment of a receivership in the instant action 
was in the nature of a supplemental proceeding for the purpose of 
enforcing respondent's judgment. Appellants are therefore clearly 
incorrect in asserting that such a remedy could not be granted 
by the Court because it was not prayed for in the Complaint. 
Carried to its logical conclusion, such a position would also 
lead to the result that a successful creditor could not obtain 
a Writ of Execution, an Order in Supplemental Proceedings, or 
a Writ of Garnishment unless he had specifically prayed for 
such assistance from the Court in his Complaint. Obviously such 
is not the practice in this state. 
Furthermore, since appellants by their own admission 
have intermingled their own equipment with the broadcasting 
equipment which they obtained from respondent's predecessor, and 
since their operation of the KPRQ radio station is inextricably 
tied to use of the FCC license in dispute, it is difficult to 
conceive of any other device which respondent could turn to for 
enforcement of the lower court's judgment. It follows that the 
establishment of a receivership in this case was not only per-
missable under the Rules of Civil Procedure, it was also necessary. 
POINT II: 
THE ISSUES RAISED BY APPELLANTS IN THEIR PETITION WERE 
PREVIOUSLY CONSIDERED BY THIS COURT AND REJECTED 
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It is well established in this jurisdiction that to 
justify a rehearing it must be shown that the Supreme Court 
either failed to consider some material point in the case, t~t 
it erred in its conclusion, or that some matter has been 
discovered which was unknown at the time of the original hearing, 
In re MacKnight, 4 Utah 237, 9 P. 299 (1886); Brown v. Pickard, 
4 Utah 292, 294, 11 P. 512 (1886) . 
An examination of appellants' Petition for Rehearing 
reveals that appellants have presented no new arguments not 
previously considered and rejected by this Court. Thus, for 
example, appellants cite Radio Station WOW, Inc. v. Johnson, 32i 
U.S. 120 (1945) for the proposition that the court below "invade' 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the FCC". (Petition, p. 5.) This 
very same argument was made by appellants in their Brief (Brief: 
Appellants, pp. 23-25) and was rejected by this Court in its 
recent decision. In pertinent part that decision states: 
The case at hand is not one in which a state 
court has impinged upon the jurisdiction of 
the FCC. The judgment simply enforces the terms 
of the agreements providing for forfeiture upon 
default by the purchaser, and declares the owner 
of the interest in the radio station and the 
license to be Themy. It does not require the 
parties to take any specific action regarding. 
a retransfer of the license, as in Radio Station 
WOW, Inc. Themy v. Seagull Enterprises, supra. 
A second and related issue raised by appellants' 
Petition is that the lower court's appointment of a receiver 
"violates the established and recognized principal of exclusivE 
jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission · · · 
(Petition, p. 6.) An almost identical argument was made by 
-8-
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appellants in their Brief where they stated: 
It is well established that state court (sic) 
may not interfer with or compel the transfer 
of a duly issued and approved broadcasting 
license or authorized execution against the 
same, and the lower court improperly intruded 
into the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
Commission. (Brief of Appellants, p. 28.) 
A final illustration of the fact that appellants' 
Petition presents no new facts or authorities can be found by 
comparing the heading of Point III of the Petition with state-
ments appearing on pages 26 and 27 of appellants' Brief. The 
Petition states: 
The Order of the lower court appointing a 
receiver exceeded the relief granted plaintiff-
respondent by the Summary Judgment. 
Similarly, the Brief states: 
Additionally, the Order Appointing Receiver or in 
the Alternative, Setting Supercedeas Bond, far 
exceeds the scope of the summary judgment of 
forfeiture 
In view of the identity of arguments in appellants' 
Petition for Rehearing and appellants' Brief, it is obvious that 
this Court did not fail to consider a material issue raised by 
appellants earlier and that their Petition should therefore 
be denied. 
CONCLUSION 
Appellants' Petition is nothing more than a restatement 
of the well-worn arguments which this Court has considered and 
rejected. Appellants have had their days in court and should now 
be required to turn over to respondent that which is rightfully 
his. If, as appellants contend, the courts of this state have 
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impinged upon the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications 
Commission, that body can assert its prerogatives by rejecting 
respondent's Petition for transfer of the license in dispute. 
DATED this ~day of May, 1979. 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
~,YI ,' )} 4 1 vi / 
Ste4iH: c%unff ~l ' 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Responden: 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Brief 
in Answer to Petition for a Rehearing was mailed, postage prepaic 
to Gary A. Frank, Attorney for Defendant/Appellants, 5085 
South State, Murray, Utah 84107 on this ~day of May, 1979. 
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Second Thursday Corporation et al. 515 
F.C.C. 70-330 
BEFORE THE 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
'y ASHINGTON, D.C. 20554 
In Re Application of 
SEOOND THURSDAY CoRP. (WWGM), NASH-
nLLE, TExx. 
Docket No. 17914 
File No. BR-4380 
For Renewal of License 
SECOND THURSDAY CORP. 
X.\SlffILLE, TEXX. 
(WSET-FM), Docket No. 18175 
For Extension of Time to Construct 
File No. BMPH-
9729 
MEMORAXDUM OPINION A1'-0 ORDER 
(Adopted l\Iarch 27, 1970) 
BY THE CoMMISSION: CoMMISSroNERS BrRcH, CHAIRllIAN; AND WELLS 
XOT PARTICIPATING; Co:ll.ll!ISSIONER RoBERT E. LEE DISSEXTING AXD 
Co::1nnss1oxER Cox DISSENTING AND ISSUING A STATEMENT 
1. This proceeding involves applications for rene'l"l'al of license of 
standard broadcast station 1VW"Gl\I at Kashville, Tenn., and for an 
extension of time to construct an FM station (WSET-FM) in the 
same city. Second Thursday Corp. is the licensee and the permittee, 
respectively, of the two stations. The renewal application '\"\'as desig-
nated for hearing (F.C.C. 67-1327, released Dec. 29, 1967) to deter-
mine whether Second Thursday had prosecuted its application for an 
FM station in good faith 'l"l'ith the intention to construct and operate, 
"'hether it possesses the requisite qualifications to be a licensee, and 
whether it had engaged in traflickin¥. A petition for reconsideration 
was denied by a "Memorandum Opinion and Order," 12 F.C.C. 2d 438, 
released April 161 1968. Thereafter, Second Thursday's application for extension of time to construct the FM station was designated for 
hearing on a character issue in a consolidated proceeding with the 
renewal application (F.C.C. 68-183, released May 6, 1968). No hear-
ings have been held in this proceeding. 
:2. On April 17, 19GB, Second Thursday was made the subject of a 
bankruptcy proceeding and John R. Cheadle wns appointed trustee 
in bankruptcy. Now before the Commission for consideration is the 
petition of the trustee for reconsideration of the designation orders 
and for grnnts of the two applications 'l"l'ithout hearing filed on ?uly 29. 
1960. The trustee takes no position with respect f:O th~ designated 
issues but asserts that a grant of the requested rehef will serve t.he 
public interest by enabling innocent creditors to obtam at least partrnl 
p:1yment of their claims nnd by allowing a prompt resumption of 
22 F.C.C. 2d 
106-53-4-70----8 
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516 Federal Communications Commission Reports 
senice on TIIVG"~I and the institution of service on WSET-FlI.• 
3. In.the ba~kruptcy proceeding the. assets of the bankrupt were sold 
at public auct10n on July 5, 1968, subiect to appronl of the Commis-
sion. The _UI st'.ltion was purchased by the estate of Percy B. Craw-
for~l, domg b~smess. as Crn:wford Broadcasting Co. (Crawford)' w~1ch bid :310;,,000, rn. addmon to agreemg to make arrangements 
with two secured creditors who have liens on the corporate assets.' 
The successful bidder for the F:'II construction permit 'ms William O. 
Barry_trading as Great Southern Broadcasting Co. (Great Southern) 
who bid SI0.000.' On July 15, 1968, the sales were confirmed by the 
bankruptcy court. Keither purchaser is connected with the bankrupt 
or its stockholders or personally has been associated with the 
operations of the bankrupt. 
4. On September 10, Hl69, the Broadcast Bureau filed a responsi'"e 
pleading to the petition for reconsideration in which it interposed no 
objection to a renewal of the AM station license and approval of the 
assigmnent to Crawford provided the proposed assignee is found to 
be qualified. However, the request for an ext<>nsion of the FM con-
struction permit without hrormg and apprornl of the assigrunent of 
the permit is opposed by the Bureau. In a statement filed Septem-
ber 22, 1969, the trustee renewed his request for apprornl of the 
assig-riment of both stations but pointed out that the two matters are 
sep;1 rnl>le nnd the disposition of one need not gorern the disposition 
of the other. Great Southern, however, in its reply filed October 31, 
19f\!J,' asserts that no valid basis exists for di tferent treatment of the 
two applications and it urges that the trustee's petition be granted in 
its entiretv. 
5. The -issues designated for hearing raise serious questions con-
cerning the character qualifications of Second Thursday's principals. 
In thes<> circumstances, a grant without hearing of the renewal, ex-
tension, and assiip:rnent applications pending before us may be made 
only if the individuals charged with misconduct will have no part in 
the proposed operations and will either derive no benefit from favor-
able action on the applications or only a minor benefit which is out-
weighed by equitable considerations m favor of innocent creditors. 
Image Radio. Inc .. et al., 15 F.C.C. 2d 317 (1968); Twefoe Seventy, 
Inc .. et al., 2 F.C.C~ 2d 9i3 (1966). In order to show that the bankrupt 
comes within the enunciated principle, the trustee has submitted a de-
tailed statement of the pertinent facts and ci;cum~t.ances concerning 
the oblio-ations of Second Thursday and the dispos1t1on to be mad~ oI 
am· funds to be received in the event the proposed renewal, extension, 
and assignments are approved. 
1 Appltcatlon~ tor tbt> tnvoluntary as~l~nments of thP AM and FM authorizations to the 
tr~~~ ·:~Pyr:;:1~~rrg:0:~1~~0:: ~~et~:m;~~~; 11~~!;~~7~~:r!:.P=~~·s1. wu 
=~c~~~ofeo: ~l~~!r~~dSeJt~·dt:· ~~~~i-r~P..;~s~at1ti~. t~~e~~~:~~atl~n ~~!1~m::d~8t.:t~~~)tt~3 
tbt ,::e~~:~.~~1 ~;i 1b~.S8u6m8uc~le~~e~l~~n~1 !~~ C::afo~fty1 :to!:~t~·lder of Second Thursday 
an~ _f0a~l;pT1~~~T~~t~~~ ~~:i;10~1ec~i or the tonstroctlon permit to Great Southern (BAPH-
46~ h:0a; ~~~1~~t~a!orb~!~~~::0°fo;5fJ:::~blt- ftctlon on Great Southern'• petitions for 
eJ.tenst(,)oS ot time lo which to file thl11 plnd.1ng. and tbey will be C'f&Dted. 
22 F.C.C. 2d 
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Second Thursday Corporation et al,. 517 
6. Second Thursday has four stockholde:s: Dr. Samuel J. Simon, 
the ma1onty stockho!der, and Harold .Seligman together mm two-
thirds of the o".ts_tanding sh~res; and Milton Hirsch and Joseph Ray• 
own the remammg one-third. The stockholders have filed claims 
against the banhupt corporation and a question to be determined is 
the extent to which any who may have been guilty of misconduct 
"·ould share in the distribution of any funds received by the trustee 
as a result of the sale of the corporate assets. Despite the contentions 
of the trustee and the Bureau that Ray and Hirsch should be consid-
ered as innocent principals, we find no basis for distinguishinu among 
the stockholders m determining whether alleged wrongdoers w~ll share 
in the proceeds of the sale of the stations. In August 1964, Ray and 
Hirsch, attorneys then practicing in Columbus, Ga., each acquired an 
11.1-percent interest in Second Thursday and, together with one 
Philip A. Meltzer, they held an option to purchase the balance of the 
rorpornte stock. All three individuals were owners of Pam Radio, 
Inc., licen8ee of WOKS at Columbus, Ga., and presumably they have 
'Ome familiaritv with matters pertaining to the business of broadcast-
ing. Station ""'WGl\1 was placed on the market for sale during the 
btter part of 1965, but when in January 1966, the competinu appli-
cant for the FM station, Central Broadcasting Corp., charged that this 
e,·idenced a lack of intention on the part of Second Thursday to con-
3truct and operate the station, the AM.station was withdrawn from 
tile market. In answer to Central's charges, Second Thursday repre-
sented to the Commission that it intended to construct and operate the 
F.\I station if granted the permit irrespective of what it might do 
with the A-'I station. 
i. During this period Ray and Hirsch could not have been com-
pletely out of contact with the majority stockholders since, as of May 
l 8fi6, negotiations were pending for the acquisition of the 500 shares 
ovrned bv Ray, Hirsch, and Meltzer and the purchase of 749 shares 
by two other individuals.' Instead, however, Ray and Hirsch there-
after acquired .\Ieltzer's stock interest so that they became the owners 
of one-third of Second Thursday's outstanding s~ares. Second Th".rs-
day paid the competing applicant ahnos_t $6,000 ~ ~une 1966 _as ~e1m­
bursement for expenses, and the competing: apphcat~,on ."l'l'.as dJ.Sl1:11~?, 
pursuant to an aITT"eement between the parties; • the Imt1al Dec1s1on· 
(F.C.C. 66D-54)" awarding the construction permit to Second Thurs-
day was released August 30, 1966, and became final on October 19, 
1966; and on April 5 1967, a.con~ract was executed for the sale and 
assignment to Apex 6;mmun1cat10ns ~rp. of both the.llf and ~he 
F-'I stations. The alleued misrepresentat10ns were made m connection 
with the prosecution "of the FM application, and the award of the 
construction permit accrued to the benefit of all the stockholders of 
Se.cond Thursday. Our dete~na~ion n:iust be made in the. light of 
tlus information much of which 1s derived from the pleadings and 
documents submitted by Second Thursday and its principals. 
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8. It may be that a hearing will clear Rav and Hirsch or all of the 
stockholde:s of any 'l'ron&"doing, but our d'isposition of the petition 
for recons1derat1on must Ile made 'l'ithout the benefit of a hearing 
record. Furthermore, the critjcal consideration is not as the Bureau 
urges, that ''t~e:e is nothi!lg to ~dicate Messrs. Hirsch and (the estate 
of) Ray part1c1pated activelv m the prosecution of the F:\I applica-
tion • • *" bnt "hethe_r ~he pleadill~ and other information pres-
entl;v befc;>re the Co~rruss10n a~e sufficient to support an affirmative 
findmg_w1tho~t hearmg that neither.Ray nor Hirsch participated in -
or acquiesced m any misconduct. In view of the matters detailed above 
and the seque~ce in ~hich they occurred1 an insufficient basis exists for an affi.rmat1rn findmg that Ray and Hirsch, or either of them, had 
no part in and were unaware of the occurrence of any of these events 
and their purpose, and that they were innocent of any wron<>"doing. 
TU'ehoe Seventy, Inc., 2 F.C.C. 2d 9731 976, where, on the basi~ of the pleadings filed, the Commission was able to make the affirmative find-
mg that neither of t"o named principals were guilty of any mis-
conduct which would make their benefiting from a renewal of the 
station license inconsistent with the public interest is therefore 
in apposite. 
9. On February 5, 1969, the bankruptcy court found that $40,960 
loaned by Dr. Si~on, and $6,230 owed to Mr. Seligman represent valid 
and allowable clarms. However, the stockholders have agreed to forego 
these particular claims and have requested that any payments with 
respect thereto which would accrue to them by reason of the sale of 
the bankrupt's assets be distributed to other creditors. It further ap-
pears that Dr. Simon is one of the two secured creditors with whom 
Crawford is required to negotiate a settlement under the terms of the 
bankruptcy sale (par. 3, supra). This principal was the guarantor on 
Joans to the bankrupt from Associates Capital Corp. in excess of 
$40.000 and he suceeeded to the corporation's lien on the bankrupt's 
assets when he was obliged to make l?'ood on the guaranty. Initially, 
Cra'l'ford agreed to pay $1,000 for the release of this claim condi-
tioned upon the acqu_1sitio1_1 of the AM station. Hc;>w~ver, Dr. Simon 
has now &<>"reed to waive this pnvment and release his hen on the bank-
rupt's nss~s i_f the trustee's petitio!l for renewal nn~ a_ssil?'Ilment of the 
A:\I li~ense 1s o-rnnted. Unq11est10nnbly, the prmc1pals of Second 
Th11rsday have ';;ustnined substantial losses in connecti911 \vith ~he 
operation of the AM station. Nevertheless, we hold that, m deti;rmm-
ing whether the public interest would be sen·ed by favorab_le action on 
the applications b~fore 11s. the exte1~t. of t~ l~ses sustamed ~y the 
principals of the licensee has no dec1s10nnl s1~uficanc~. Onr primary 
concern here is whether substantial eq11ities exist in favor of innocent 
creditors and whether such eq11ities outweigh any benefit which mil?'ht 
accrue to the licensee's principals as a result of the renewal and as-
signment of license. Should it appear that alleged "rong-clo_ers wonld 
be benefited s11bstantially by reason ther~of, fnrnrable nctl~n. woulrl 
not be warranted. In view of the forei:romg, we must scrutm1ze ~he 
proposed transactions carefully in order to ascertain whether any prm-
~ F.C.C. 2d 
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cipals chuqred with misconduct will deri'l"e such a substantial benefit 
as to preclude a grant of the trustee's petition.• 
10. The real property upon which the radio towers and transmitter 
are located is o~ned ?Y the Hyde's Fe.rry Fund, which is an irrevoca-
1,le trust established m 1963 by Dr. Srmon for the benefit of his chil-
dren. If the assignment of the A~f station is approved, Crawford will 
pay the fund $48,000, less a $4,000 sales commission, for the approxi-
mately 6 acres now under lease pursuant to an option to purchase in 
~he 1963 lease agr~ment. In addition, Crawford has agreed to pay 
;,15,000 for app~ox1mately 3% ~cres of land adjacent thereto which is 
owned by Dr. Srmon. An appraisal from a real estate broker submitted 
with the petition indicates that the land is worth $4,000 per acre. 
. 11. At the time the trustee's petition was submitted, there was noth-
mg befort> us to indicate that a different value should be placed upon 
the. Hyde's Ferry.Fund land than upon Dr. Simon's adjoining land 
""h1ch was appraised at $4,000 per acre. Consequently, it appeared 
th.at the 5¥,000 payment to the fund may ~a,·e constituted a :windfall 
of approXImately $20,000 for the beneficiaries who are the children of 
the maj~rity stockholder, ~nd. that such_ payment w~uld represent. a 
substantial benefit to a pnnc1pal who IS charged with serious llllS· 
conduct. "' e therefore requested the trustee and the other parties to 
provide additional information in order to enable us to reach a deter-
mination. From the pleadings and affidav~ts submitted, including an 
estimate from a construction and {laving company, it appears that a 
concrete block building and certam wood structures located on the 
property, grading, installation of a water line and other specified 
improvements are worth in excess of $26,000. Thus, there is a rea.son-
able basis for a finding that the realty and the improvements thereon 
are worth the amount being received by the Hyde's Ferry Fund and 
that the transaction is not the benefit to the majority stockholder which 
it appeared to be. 
12. Radio Corporation of America holds a lien on WWGM's trans-
mitter, towers, and other technical equipment, and it filed a claim 
against the bankrupt for over $50,000. Crawford has agreed to pay and 
the creditor has a~ to accept $20,000 io in settlement of this claim. 
Other secured claims against the bankrupt estate total $31,531.26, the 
principa1 creditors beincrthe Internal Revenue Service ($28,460.76) and 
the State of Tennessee ($2,363.50) .'1 Unsecured claims total $12lr'l42.79. 
Of this latt('r amount the sum of $34,611.39, which was due to the 
Third Kationnl Bank, was paid by Simon ($12,111.39), Hirsch and 
Ray (the remaining $22,500) who are now subrogated to the ban~'s 
elaim. Also the sum of $7 .800 is due the Hyde's Ferry Fund for unpaid 
rent on the' property occupied by the radio station's towers and trans-
mitter. Thus the unsecured claims held by creditors who are wholly 
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unrel~ted to and unassociated with the stockholders total $i9,531.40, 
Of this ~mount, however, D:. Simon is liable through endorsements or 
guaranties for $11,091." Tll!S leaves $68,440.40 of unsecured claims b'I" 
persons una~sociated with the b:inkrupt or .its principals which would 
not be paid If the renewal hearmg results m a decis10n adverse to the 
licensee. Accepting the trustee's estimate that approval of the assirn-
ments of both the AM and F~f stations will permit a 60.41 perc~nt 
recornry on unsocure~ claims, it_nppears that unsecured creditors ha'l"-
mg no connect10n mth the pnnc1pals of the bankrupt will receive 
approximately $41,344.S:i which otherwise may be lost. < 
13. We recognize, of course, that the sizable amounts which would 
be received b> innocent creditors, both secured and unsecured, the re-
sumption of broadcast sen·ice on WIVGllf and the commencement of 
sernce on WSET-Fl\I are favorable public interest considerations 
which support a grant of the trustee's petition. Nevertheless, the fact 
that a large proportion of the $115,000 to be paid for the Al\! and Fl\l 
stations will accrue to the benefit of three of the stockholders of Second 
Thursday must be accorded significant decisional weight. Dr. Simon 
will receive $i,316.49 by reason of his subrogation to the Third Na-
tional Bank's claim and he will be relieved from paying approximately 
$6,iOO.Oi on his contingent liability to creditors." Ray and Hirsch will 
recover $13.592.25 through subrogation to the claim of the bank." 
Therefore, directly or indirectly, the stockholders will benefit to the ex-
tent of o,·er $2i,500 or more than 23 percent of the total amount to be 
received for both facilities. This is far more than a minor benefit for 
principals of a licensee and a permittee who are charged with making 
material misrepresentations to the Commission. In fact, we find that 
the possible wrongdoers will recei'l"e a substantial benefit from the 
proposed assignments of the "WWGM license and the Fl\f permit, even 
excluding the sums to be received by the Hyde's Ferrv Fund. On 
balance we conclude that the public mterest would not he served by 
allowing the principals of Second Thursday to.~<;eive s~ large a ~hai;e 
of the proceeds of the sale of the broadcast facilities until a hearing is 
held and they are absoh-ed of any wrongdoing. . 
14. In view of our determination that a hearing is necessary on the 
applications for renewal of the AM license and the extension of the 
FM permit, we do not reach the 9uestion of whet~er Cra'l'l'.ford or 
Great Southern is an acceptable assignee or whether either assignment 
application is deficient in any material .respect .. It ~hould be noted, h_ow-
ever that favorable action on the said applications and the assign· 
ments of the license and the permit to 0e trustee w~uld_be taken only 
in conjunction with the approval of assignment apphca~ons}? accept-
able assignees. _Twewe Seventy,_lnc., e~ al, 2 F.C.C. 2!1913. 016 (19?6). 
Therefore, while we shall contmue with the processing of the assign· 
u Adelatd" Waller. $1,200: Arnold 4:: Porter. $1.891: Apex Corp., $5.500: and Kraft I: 
.Auoctatee $2 500 It appean that Apex Corp. advanced tbe tunde wbtt'b w.-re used to-~e~~b~r:e c~~~~tl~::r~~~e~~~~f~iu·e~~f~~=n~'l~~r~~wlnt.!fo~fr~:ec:~~~e~t ~~ ~ .. ~~!~~~ 
ta the aame u the Apex Commonkattoni;: Corp. wblrb contractfd to AprU 1961 to pottbaae 
thi1 ij1 :onodr~~~!8'!.1tlf"be ~;~'~1;eJ·t0u~~~: the $4,:.."90.93 balance toward the clalma which 
tot~1c,~11th0:\.a.nk claim, Dr. Stmon wUl 1ote $4,794.90; and Jl&J and Blr1d1 wW loae 
•s.001.n. 
22 F.C.C. 2d 
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ment applica_tions, final. act.ion wi.th respect thereto will be held in 
abe~·ance until the hearing issues m this proceeding are resolved. 
lo. For the reasons set forth above, we have concluded that the pe-
tition for reconsideration filed by the trustee must be denied and tlrnt 
a hearmg is necessary on the application for extension of tin1e to con-
"truct the Fl\I station as well as on the application for renewal of the 
.DI stat10n lic~nse. Howeyer, i_n .view of .the pendency of the bank-
ruptcy proceedmg and the public mterest m the issuance of a decision 
at the earliest possible time, we shall direct that the hearing be 
expedited . 
. 16. Accordingly, ft is ordered, That the petition for reconsideration 
hied on July 29, 1969, by John R. Cheadle, trustee in bankruptcy for 
Second Thursday Corp., 1 s denied. 
17. 1 tis further ordered, That the petitions for extensions of time to 
tile a responsive pleading filed by William 0. Barry tradin" as Great ~outhern Broadcasting Co. on October 9, 1969 and' Octobe~ 17 1969 
.Irr granted, and the pleading submitted October 31, 1969, ls ac~epted 
for fihng. 
18. 1 t is further mYiered, That the hearing examiner ls directed to 
conduct the hearing in this proceeding expeditiously and that he shall 
prepare and issue the initial decision as promptly after the close of 
the record as possible, consistent with the requirements of due process. 
FEDERAL On.nIUNICATIONs CoMMissrox, 
BEN F. "WAPLE, Secretary. 
DrssEXTING STATEMENT OF CoMMISSIONER KENNETH A. Cox 
I dissent. I think the majority's action takes a good principle and 
pushes it to such a ridiculous extreme that the result seems to me to fly 
in the face of commonsense, justice, and the public interest standard 
we are supposed to administer. 
I agree fully that we should not allow licensees who ham seriously 
,·iolated our rules and policies to avoid penalty for their misdeeds 
either by selling their stations or, if their operations have gone into 
bankruptcy, by salnging all, or nearly all, of their investment. The 
public interest is served by imposing sanctions on such offenders, and 
by the example this sets for others who might be tempted to engage in 
improper practices in the expectation that they probably ~on't. be 
ca_ught, but that if they are they can walk away from the. si.tuatlon 
without loss--or even with a handsome profit. But the public mterest 
must also take account of the audience of the station and, where the 
station is in financial difficulties, its creditors as well. 
On the facts of this case, I think a balancing. of these el.ement:s of the 
public interest would best be served by grantmg recons1derat10n and 
authorizing renewal of the license of '"'VGM and extension of time to 
constnict 'VSET-FJ\f, all on the condition that the transfers.to Craw-
ford Radio Enterprises, Inc., and Great Southern Broadcastmg Co.-
which should be approved at the same time-~re promptly co.nsum-
mated. This result would eliminate from the :picture all those i_n ~ny 
way responsible for the alleged misrepr1'.5entat10n.s t-0 the Commiss!on, 
and ,mu lei leave them with very substantrnl financial losses as sanctions 
22 F.C.C. 2d 
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F.C.C. 70-892 
BEFORE THE 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20554 
In Re Applications of 
SEco= TmrnsDAY CoRP. (WWGM), NASH-
VILLE. TENN. 
For Renewal of License 
SEcmm Tm::RSDAY CoRP. (WSET-FM), 
NASHVILLE, TENN. 
For Extension of Time To Construct 
SECOND THURSDAY CoRP. (AssIG::<oR) A~""D 
JOHN R. CHEADLE, TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY 
(ASSIGNEE) 
For Involuntary Assignment of License of 
Station "\VWGM, Nashville, Tenn. 
JOHN R. CHEADLE, TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY 
(ASSIGNOR) A~""D CRAWFORD RADIO ENTER-
PRISES, INC. (ASSIGNEE) 
For Assignment of License of Station 
WWG~L Nashville, Tenn. 
SECOND TffL'RsDAY ConPoR.\TION (ASSIGNOR) 
A..'\"D JOHN R. CHEADLE, TRUSTEE IN BA..'\"K-
RUPTCY (ASSIGNEE) 
For Involuntary Assignment of Construc-
tion Permit of Station WSET-FM, 
Nashville, Tenn. 
JoHN R. CHEADLE, TRusTEE IN BANKRUPTCY 
(ASSIGNOR) AND "'ILLl.UI 0. BARRY, TIL\D-
ING AS GREAT SoLTHERN BROADCASTING Co. 
(ASSIGNEE) 
For Assignment of Construction Permit 
of Station WSET-Fl\I, Nash,-ille, 
Tenn. 
Docket No. 17914 
File No. BR-4380 
Docket No. 18175 
File No. BMPH-
9729 
File No. BAL-6375 
File No. BAL-6467 
File No. BAPH-447 
File No. BAPH-469 
MEMORANDUM OPINION A~""D ORDER 
(Adopted August 26, 19i0; Released August 31, H>iO) 
BY THE Cmo11ss10N: ColnnssIONER BARTLEY DISSENTING; Colons-
s10NER J OIINSON CONCt:;RRING IN THE RESULT. 
1. The backo-round of this consolidated proceeding and the numer-
ous pleadings ;hich have been directed to the Commission i~ ~onnec­
t10n therewith have been set forth in our l\Iemorandum Opuuon and 
Order, 22 FCC 2d 515, released April 6, 1970 disposin~ of a petition 
for reconsideration filed by John R. Cheadle, Trustee m Bankruptcy 
25 F.C.C. 2d 
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of S.eeond. Thursday Corporation. Now before the Commission for 
cons1derat1on 1s another petition for reeonsideration and for a grant 
without hearing filed by the Trustee.' 
2. In our April 6, 1970, Memorandum Opinion and Order supra we 
denied t.he pri<;>r petition ?f the Trustee for a grant of the pending 
apphcat10ns w1th?ut hearing because possible wrongdoers might be 
benefited substantrnlly thereby and such a benefit would be inconsistent 
wit~. the. publi? interest (22 FCC 2d at 520). The Trustee's latest 
petition 1s predicated upon further concessions by the principal stock-
hol.ders of th~ bankrupt corporation who now propose to waive all 
claims as creditors of the corporation and to authorize the distribution 
to the remaining creditors of the proportionate share of the bankrupt's 
assets to w~ich ~hey would be otherwise ent.itled ~y reason of such 
claims. In situations of the type under cons1derat1on, the trustee in 
bankruptcy and the principals of the ban1.<upt should make every 
effort in their initial proposal to go as far as possible toward the 
elimination of any significant benefits to alleged wrongdoers from a 
grant by the Commission of the relief requested. By so doing, the delay 
in the disposition of the trustee's request, such as that which has 
occurred in this case. will be avoided. 
3. By reason of their subrogation to the claim of the Third National 
Bank (par. 13, 22 FCC 2d at 520), Dr. Samuel J. Simon, the majority 
stockholder of Second ThurSday, and Milton Hirsch and the Estate 
of Joseph Ray, owners of one-third of the outstanding shares, have 
filed claims as creditors of the bankrupt corporation in the amount of 
$3-!,611.39. Submitted with the latest pleading filed by the Trustee are 
waivers executed by all three stockholders of their rights to share in 
the corporate assets on the basis of their claims as creditors. As a result, 
the amount available for distribution to creditors who are wholly un-
related to and unassociated with the stockholders will be increased and 
an anlaysis of the new factual situation is necessary to a determination 
of the merits of the pending petition. 
4. Certain factors remain unchanged. U~on approval of the renewal, 
extension of permit, and assignment applications, Radio Corporation 
of America will receive $20,000 in satisfaction of its $50,000 claim 
against the bankrupt and for the release of its lien on certain corporate 
equipment. In addition, the Trustee will receive $105,000 from the 
proposed assignee of the ffiYG:~I license and ~10,000 fr?m the pro-
posed assiipiee o! the WSET-F_l\f c<;>nstri~ctlon 12erm1~. 8_ecured 
creditors will recen-e $31,531.26 which will satisfy their cla1ms. m full. 
The significant chanaes effected bv the Trnstee's latest pleading and 
the attachments the~eto are that'. the total sum due to unsecured 
creditors who will share in the distribution of the bankrupt's assets 
is reduced to $87,331.40, and no part of the p:oceeds derived from t~e 
sale of the AM and FM stations will be paid to ':iny stoc~~older. in 
satisfaction of his claim as a creditor. Thus, assuming admin1strat1on 
expenses of $10,000 as estimated by the Trustee, $73,648.20' will be 
106--507-7()---! 
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available for ~tribution to unsecured creditors who will tnerefore 
receive appro::mnately 84 percent of their claims.' 
5. Although n? stockholder will share directly in the distribution 
of the funds derived from the sale of the AM and FM stations the 
question remains whether a poss!ble wro!lgd?Elr will be indiri'ictiy 
benefited by approval of the pending applications to a degree which 
outweighs the fe:ctors favoring such action. The Hydes Ferrv Fund 
an irrerncable trust established by Dr. Simon in January 1963 fo~ 
the benefit of his children, has filed a claim in the sum of 's7 800 for 
unpaid rent on property owned by the Fund and leased to the .Alt! 
radio station for its towers and transmitter. According to the Trustee's 
petition. the Fund cannot wafre the rental claim without a court order. 
Taking into account the circumstances that the Fund was established 
many years. before the institution of th~ bankruptcy proceed!ng, that 
payment will be made to the Fund which appears to have given fair 
consideration for the amount due, and that the beneficiaries had no 
connection with any alleged wrongdoing. we do not believe that a 
grant of the Trustee's petition is precluded merely because the bene-
ficiaries of the Fund are children of the bankrupt's principal 
stockholder. 
6. :.\lore troublesome, howe,·er, is the fact that Second Thursdav"s 
principal stockholder, Dr. Simon. will be reliernd from paying ap-
proximately $9,316 of the $11,091 in accounts which he has guaranteed. 
"-hile it is an indirect benefit. a reduction in losses is neYertheless a 
benefit which must be considered in determining whether the public 
interest will be sen-ed by a grant of the applications pending before 
us. 
7. In our view, the public interest considerations favoring a grant 
of the Trustee's petit10n outweigh any unfavorable. ~on~iderati.ons. 
Assnming that the proposed assignee for the AM facility is qualified 
and the application otherwise meets the Commission's public interest 
standards,• secured and unsecured creditors will receive approximately 
$115.000, most of which will be lost if the renewal application is 
denied. An additional $10,000 will become available to unsecured 
creditors upon approval of the ertension and assignment applications 
pertaining to the FM station. No part of the proceeds from the sale of 
the stations will be paid to any of Second Thursday's stockholders; 
and. by reason of their waivers, the proportionate s~are of the corp?-
rate assets which the stockholders would ham received on the basIS 
of clainIS apprornd by the Bankruptcy Court will be distributed to 
other creditors. Considering all of the foregoing circumstances, we 
are persuaded that the indirect benefit resulting from the $9,316 
reduction in the sizeable losses sustained by the stockholders of Second 
•In bti;1 pPtltloo for reconsldrr:i.tlon. the Tni..:;tPf' i;itatP~ th:it hy rPnson of the protracted 
nature of thl" proC"ePctlnj? ndmtnt~tr:ttlon upenf:P!I ml4'bt be btgbn. However, to view of 
the Trustt'P·s representations. we a.re u1wmlnJt" thnt tht> lncreAl'IP will not be ao rreat as to 
afl'ect suhstanttally the estlmnted 84 percent settlement for uotlecurell crellltors. 
'In 1H·corrlnnce with the consistent policy follower! b1' the Commission, fnvornble nctton 
on the Tru<;t1>1>'s reQuP~t for renewal of the WWG'.\I li<'<'Dl'IP nr for nn ntPn9ton of time 
to ronstruet WSET-F'.\f ~·Ill be tnken only in coojunetlon with our a.ppro,·nl of an assign· 
mf'nt to an acceptable assignee for the p:irtlculnr fuclllf 1'· Ticelvt Stt:en.tv, Inc., et al., 
2 FCC "tl 973, 976 (19GOJ, 
25 F.C.C. 2d 
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Thursda;:' is outweighed by t?e subs~tial equities in favor of inno-
cent creditors and the pubhc mterest lil the resumption of service on 
"\YWG)L We conclude t~erefore that, C?n~tioned upon an assign-
ment to an acceptable assignee, the pubhc mterest will be served by 
a grant without hearing of the application for the renewal of 
"\\'"\VG)I's license. Likewise. with respect to the FM facility, the com-
mencement of sernce on WSET-FM and the equities in favor of 
Second Thursday's unsecured creditors are additional factors which 
justify farnrable action on Trustee's petition for reconsideration and 
we conclude that the public interest will be served by a grant of the 
application for an extension of time to construct provided the permit 
is assigned to an acceptable assignee. 
8. Processing of the application for assignment of the WWGM 
license (BAL-6467) has been completed. The proposed assignee is 
Crawford Radio Enterprises, Inc., the stockholders of which are 
members of the Crawford family.' The assignee is legally, technically, 
financially, and otherwise qualified, and we find that a grant of the 
application will serre the public interest, convenience, and necessity.' 
9. The proposed assignee of the Fl\I construction permit is "William 
0. Barry, tr /as Great Southern Broadcasting Company (BAPH-469). 
Aclclitional information has been requested from Great Southern in 
connection with pending assignment application but the reqnestecl 
information has not as yet been received. Until the requested informa-
tion is supplied, we cannot continue with the processing of the appli-
cation or make a determination concerning the proposed assignee"s 
~mlifications to be a Commission permittee or licensee. For this reasr.n 
further action on the extension application relating to the FM station 
will be deferred until processing of the application for assignment to 
Great Southern is completed. However, the AM and FM matters are 
separable and there appears to be no valid reason for deferring dis-
position of the applications relating to the A~I station until final action 
is taken on the Fl\I applications. On the contrary, we find that the 
benefit to the public from the resumption of service on WWG:\I at 
the earliest possible time and the equities in farnr of Second Thurs-
day·s creditors require that the disposition of the AM applications 
not be further delayed. 
10. Accorclingly,-IT IS ORDERED, That the Further Petition ror 
Reconsideration filed June 9, 1970 by John R. Cheadle, Trustee In 
Bankruptcy of Second Thursday Corporation IS GRANTED inso!ar 
as the requerts therein contained relate to standard broadcast station 
~YG:\1 at Xashville, Tennessee; and action thereon IS DEF~RR~D 
insofar as the requests relate to FM station WSET-FM at Nashville, 
Tennessee. 
211 J'.O.O. 2d 
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11. IT ~S FURT~R ORDERED, That the a.pplication for re-
newal of license of station WWGM (BR--4380) at Nashville, Tennessee 
IS GRANTED. 
12. IT IS Fl"RTHER ORDERED, That the application for consent 
to involuntary assignment of the license of station W\VGM from 
Second Thursday Corporation to John R. Cheadle, Trustee in Bank· 
ruptcy (BA~375), IS GRANTED. 
13. IT IS FCRTHER ORDERED, That the application for consent 
to voluntary assignment of the license of station "\VWGM from John R. 
Cheadle, Trustee in Bankruptcy, to Crawford Radio Enterprises, Inc. 
(B~467) IS GRANTED. 
14. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, That decisions on the applica-
tion for extension of time to construct station WSET-FM at Na.sh ville. 
Tennessee (BMPH-9729), the application for consent to involuntary 
assignment of construction permit of station WSET-Fl\I from Second 
Thursday Corporation to John R. Cheadle, Trustee in BankruI?tcy 
(IBAPH-4-17), and the application for consent to voluntary assign-
ment of construction permit of station WSET-FM from John R. 
Cheadle, Trustee in Bankruptcy, to William 0. Barry, tr/as Great 
Southern Broadcasting Company ('.BAPH-469) ARE DEFERRED 
until processing of the voluntary assignment application (BAPH~ 
469) is completed and pending further order of the Commission. 
15. IT IS FGRTHER ORDERED, That the hearing in Docket 
Ko. li914 IS TEm.HKATED. 
25 F.C.C. 2d 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, 
BEN F. W APLE, Secretary. 
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BEFORE THE FCC 66-255 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
WASIDNGTON, D.C. 20554 
In re Applications of 
Twu.vE SEVENTY, INc. 
For Renewal of License of Station WTID, 
Newport News, Va. 
TWELVE SEVENTY, INC. (ASSIGNOR), AND DAVID 
N. MONTAGUE, TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY (AS-
SIGNEE) 
For Involuntary Assignment of License 
and Construction Permit of Station 
WTID, Newport News, Va. 
Docket No. 15983 
File No. BR-1749 
File No. BAPL--340 
DAVID N. MONTAGUE, TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY 
(ASSIGNOR), AND Bro T CoRP. (ASSIGNEE) 
For Assignment of License and Construc-
File No. BAPL--341 
tion Permit. of Station WTID, New-
port X ews, Va. . 
~fEMORANDUM 0PL.,ION AND ORDER 
(Adopted March 16, 1966) 
BY THE CoMMISSION: CoMMrssro:r.<:Rs HYDE AND BARTLEY coNct'RRING 
IN THE RESULT j CoMMISSIONER LoEVINGER ABSENT. 
1. This proceeding concerns the application filed July 26, 1963, for 
renewal of license of standard broadcast station WTID, Newport 
Xews, Va., operating daytime on the frequency 12i0 kc with power of 
~ kw. A brief resume of the history of this proceeding will be helpful 
m considering the :problems presented herein. 
2. The application for renewal was executed by Max Reznick as 
president-treasurer of Twelve Seventy, Inc., the licensee of station 
WTID. On December 3, 1963, the licensee corporation filed a. petition 
m the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, alleging 
that it was insolvent and requesting relief under chapter X of the 
Bankruptcy Act. The petition was approved on December 10, 1963, 
and the court permitted the debtor to continue in possession of the 
station. However, in an or.der _dated ,S~te.mber Jfi._l~64, th~ court 
st-0.ted that "consummation of the plan of said deotor will require the 
appointment of a trustee herein and the removal of the debtor from 
possession of his property." David N. Montague was a.~pointed 
trustee of the debtor and with certain exceptions not material here, 
the trustee was authorized to "exercise all the authority possessed by a. 
receiver in equity and a trustee in bankruptcy" in the conduct of the 
debtor's business.' 
3. Thereafter, on December i, 19§-1._AW~e lhert~ee) 
ten:_l_ered :(.o_r _filing JlJl. lUll!!i..l'ntio11.JECC..WIJl. 316) £or...iru:olun.tary 
ass1griment of the station license from Twelv!._f'.e.yen(J' to,hirru¥1lf as 
--- ------ • --------- - ,.. 2 F.C.C. 2d 
·~ 
:.-.J,. 
I . ·,~ ~ ~' 
: : -~. 
I' J ••• : 
,. 
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trustee .. Ko action has been taken with respect to this assignment -
apphcat10n. Howenr, by order, FCC 65-349 released l\Iav 3. 1965 
the renewal appli~ation was designated for hearing to detern1ine, inte; 
alrn.,whether the licensee, Tweh·e Seventy, Inc., possesses the character 
quahficat1ons to be a licensee of the Conun.ission. On June 3.1965 
tl!E!_t_ru. ?_ke tl,l~d.lulliition fo~ub~ti~~1.tlon as \hij>ril!.c;.~1 pa!!Y or, u{ 
the alternative, f~: lea':~Tcunfe_i:':~ne ili}f,J,y .w.dei;, x:Cc 6;>.~I:--752, 
reteasei:T June 11, 1965, flie Cl11ef Rearm"' Exammer .rranted the 
periuori ·to 1:"nte~ne. with ~uthoEity "to pa~'ticipate }n all' l!.Speets of 
tl11s proceed mg mthe capacity of mt.en.en.or." · 
4. On June 1, 1965, the trustee petitioned for reconsideration of the 
Commission's designation order and for a grant without hearing. He 
alleged that he had no know led"'e of the matters recited in the designa: 
tion order and could not meet tl1e burden of proof under the issues set 
for hearing; that innocent creditors would suffer if the license were 
not rene"l'<ed: and that the Commission should therefore set aside its 
hearing order, grant the trustee's apflication for involuntary assign-
me_n~ of license\ and grant the rene"l'<a application. In a memorandum 
opm10n and order, FCC 65-833, 1F.C.C.2d 965, released September 30, 
1965, the Commission denied the petition, stating that the conduct of 
the principals of WTID during the preceding license period must be 
explored in an evidentiary hearing before a determination could be 
made as to whether the public interest "l'<Ould be served by a grant of 
the rene"l'<al application, and that "a denial of the rene"·al application 
may be required despite any resultant financial loss to the creditors of 
the station." 
5. At prehrorina conferences held in this case, the trustee stated 
that he did not ~o" whether or not the charfes set forth in the 
designation order were true; that the principals o 'WTID had refused 
to cooperate with him; and that he had no intention of making any 
evidentiary sho"ing under the issues framed by the Commission.' ~e 
further stated that his "position has been equivalent to a demurrer m 
a court of law, in that I have said that either true or not, they are 
beside the point as the matter now stands (Tr. 37). The Broadcast 
Bureau then moved to hold the applicant in default for failure to 
prosecute the renewal application, and the hearing exnm}ner gi:aiy.t,ed 
the motion at the prehearing conference. Thereafter, m an. m1tial 
decision (FCC 65D-44) released October 19. 1965, the he~rmg ex-
aminer held that the failure of the licensee or the trustee on its behalf 
to proceed with the introduction of evidenc~ on the ~esi,:rna~~d issues 
"leaves no alternafrrn but to deny the subiect application, and he. 
issued an order of denial for failure to prosecute. ~ ··'· 
6. On October 13, 1965, the trustee appealed from the adverse :uiing 
of the examiner and on October 29, 1965, the trustee filed exceptions to 
the initial decision of the hearing examiner. The Broadcast B1;1re&~ 
has filed responsive pleadings both to the appeal and to the exceptions.; 
1 The truste-e dld trHl!cate, bowe'f'Pr. tbat If a bearing were beld, be would atterr;Pb:JI. 
meet the Issue!' relntlDJ::" to an alleged stock purchase option tn favor of ~Ir. Georr 
•ln<'P tt was based on Information supplied b~ the trustee to the Commls!!ilon. doll bAI 
1 The Broadca!!t Bureau's reply to the esceptlon" was filed 1 day late and a peedtl by U.• 
beeo flied to at"cept such Inte filed plea.ding. No objection has been lnterpos 
trustee and the petition will be gTa.nted. 
2 F.C.C. 2d 
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The co.ntentions of t~e parties with respec~ to both the appeal and the 
exceptions are essentially the same, and will, therefore, be considered 
together.' 
7. The trustee maintains _that s!nce the principals of Twelve Seventy 
presently ha •e no connect10n with the operation of the station and 
would have no connection with its operation in the future in the event 
of a transfer of the license to the Big T Corp., no interest of the public 
"·ould be sened by a hearing concerning the character qualifications 
of the principals of Tweh-e Sennty. On the contrary, he asserts that 
the public mterest would be served by a grant of the renewal applica-
tion and by a pprornl of the assignment so that innocent creditors may 
receirn a more substantial payment in satisfaction of their claims . 
. Uthough we rejected this contention in our memorandum opinion and 
order, supra, denying the trustee's request for a grant without hearing, 
renewal cases where the applicants are involved in bankruptcy pro-
ceedings have caused us no little concern. Recently we had occasion 
to consider this problem in connection with an application for renewal 
of license of station WIGL, Superior Wis. The licensee, who had 
been guilty of misconduct reflectmg adxersely on his character quali-
fications, was adjudicated a bankrupt after the filing of the application 
for renewal and the trustee in bankruptcy desired to dispose of the 
station so that the proceeds of a sale could be distributed to creditors. 
In a memorandum opinion and or.:cier, FCC 66-183, released March 1, 
1966, we stated: 
• • • Radio Superior is no longer a debtor-in-possession undergoing a volun· 
tary arrangement with creditors under chapter XI of the Bankruptcy .A.ct. 
It bas been adjudicated bankrupt and is being liquidated by tbe trustee . 
.Neither Haig nor Radio Superior, Inc., owns the broadcast equipment and 
antenna site of WIGL. In short, Haig is no longer as.sociated with the sta-
tion and is not receh·ing any compensation or benefit from the proposed 
transfer. Therefore, this is not a ease in which a licensee who is guilty of 
misuse of a lieense or other misconduct attempts to transfer the license to 
avoid the consequences of his acts. No public interest would be served by a 
bearing on the qualifications of Haig or his right to a renewal ot license. In 
reaching this conclusion, we do not int€'nd, thereby, to abandon the Commis-
sion's basic policy that consent to an assignment or a transfer of control or 
a licensee is contingent upon a :finding that the licensee ls qualified to receive 
a renewal.' However, where the licensee is in the bands of a trustee in 
bankrnptcy and is already in the process of liquidation, strict enforcement of 
tbe Policy will not serve tbe public interest. 
'WOKO, Inc. (WOKO). S R.R. 1061 (1947); G. A. Rlchardr, 5 R.R. 1292 (1950). 
8. "' e believe that dispositi?n of '\YTID"s ren.ewul aprlicati<?n 
should be reconsidered in the hg~t o! the new rohcy enunciated m 
lV IGL. The chapter X reorgamzat10n proceedings and the subse-
quent appointment of a trustee when the debtor was r~mo_ved from 
possession occurred after the filing of the renewal application. The 
station has been operated by the trustee since September 1964 and no 
improper conduct occurred during _the. p~riod that st~tioI_l affnirs were 
Under his supervision. Only _two md1v_1dual.s, l'lforr1s S1lberi:nan and 
George Dail, who are named m. the des1gn_at10n order a~ ha:mg been 
associated with the licensee durmg the period. that certarn misconduct 
is alleged to have occurred, will benefit as creditors from the sale o! the 
station as a going business. However, it does not apIJear that e1tht:r 
In<fo·idual engaged in any activities which reflect aaversely on his 
J Pursuant to sec. l.291(a) (1) of the rules. tbe appenl. 11.1!1 well u the escepUona to tbe 
lnltlal decision, are before us tor determlnatlou. 2 F.C.C. 2d Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services 
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character. .Thus, it is alle&ed in 196~, Max Reznick,, then the presi'. 
dent and prrncipal stockholcter of the licensee made Silberman a direc-
tor of Tw~lve ~eve.nty,' without _reporting this fact to the Commission, 
but there is no mdication that Silberman committed anv improper act 
or. w.illfully <?r knowingly C?ncealed any information from the Com-
In1Ss10n. Dail bec_an_ie president and gei:eral manager of \ITID in 
August 1963' and it is charged that Rezmck at that trme relinquished 
control o! "'.'TID to him in contravention of section 310(b) of the 
Commurucat10ns Act of 1934, as amended. Again the misconduct 
charged is that of Reznick and there is no indicati~n that Dail was -
:esponsibl.e for. this situatioi;i. There are, however, other allegations 
ill the designation order which concern the conduct of Dail more di-
rectly. It is alleged therein that Dail exercised an option to purchase 
stock of Twelve Seventy owned by Reznick and that the exercise of 
such stock option was not disclosed to the Commission. These allega-
tions are based solely upon information submitted to the Commission 
by the trustee and, ill an affidavit executed May 28, 1965, the trustee 
asserts that as a result of his further investigation he has ascertained 
that he was in error concerning the exeri:lse of the stock option and 
that the transfer of stock prev10usly reported by him had not ta.ken 
place. We are satisfied that these charges cannot be sustained and that 
neither Dail nor Silberman were guilty of any misconduct which would 
make their benefiting from a renewal of the station license inconsistent 
with the fublic interest. The incorporators and the original stock-
holders o the licensee were guilty of serious misconduct but they ha'l'e 
not been associated with the operation of the station since the trust~ 
assumed responsibility for station operations; and none of them will 
derive any benefit from the proposed transfer. Under the circum-
stances, we believe that the fublic interest will be better served by the 
acceptance and approval o the application for involuntary assign-
ment to the trustee, a renewal of WTID"s license, and an assignment 
of the license to an acceptable assignee. 
9. Section 309 (b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amend~, 
provides that no application for voluntary assignment of a station 
license may be granted until the expiration of a 30-day period follow-
ing the issuance of a public notice by the Commission of the accepta!lce 
for filing of such application. We are therefore pre?luded from act!ng 
at this time on the request for appro'l'al of the ~ssignmen.t of station 
license to the Big T Corp. Jt .has beep our CO!lSiS~!l.nt..Pl?li"3~t 
renE)_wal of lic_~ns\l .ffiJLtrw:t,~J,u.hankrru>J..cJ'. only 1.n ~nJunct10i:i:r.3i ~e ar,prova! __ Q1Jln..1\ssi_gnment w a!l _!IC_C,Elf!tab~ assignee. "fte _l!ll 
t ere ore-aefer action on the renewa) app1icat10n fo~ a p~riod ofth6~ 
days so that consideration may be given to the quahficat10ns !'f . 
proposed assirrnee. If it then appears that favorable action. 11 
warranted on the assignment application, we shall renew the ~1,~~ 
license. · " -~tli 
10. We do not believe that the action taken here is inconsistent.WI & 
that taken in Televiswn Co. of America, Inc., 1 F.C.C. 2d 91, 5 p~e _ 
~T; .:,·,.,'. 
! ~~~~~~ ~~~. ·~1rn4 .~~~r!~ ~~~Oe~~!~:~ :i1".f;::1~~ ~e'"~~rr'!t~9:.8· In an own~~·~~ 
report filed on AUJZ'. s. 1963, the Comml~slon was Informed ot the stock transf~6:n~aU ae-fact that Dall bad been made president ot the corporation. In October 1 Uk 'WlJa.-11"' 
quired an additional 5,000 1barea of 1tock from Reznick and thl1 tranllfer ~ . _ .~ ....... 1 : 
ported to the Commission. ··· .. -!e~t!"t 
2 F.C.C. 2d 
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Fischer R.R. 2d 811, i:eleased July 29, 1965, where we denied the request 
for renewal by a receiver m bankruptcy. In that case, misrepresenta-
tions and concealments had been m~de ~y the P.rincipals of the licensee 
m connection mth. the very apphcat1ons which were then pending 
before the CoJ?llliSSIOn (1 F.C.C. 2d at 1.51 (par. 60) ). Although the 
receiver was innocent of any wron<>'do!Ilg1 much of the misconduct 
occurred after the appointment of the receiver and resulted from the 
continued association of some of the wrongdoers with the affairs of the 
station. Moreover, the receiver proposed a transfer back to the cor-
porate licensee which was still controlled by those individuals who had 
committed numerous acts of misconduct m their improper dealings 
with the Commission. The ultimate transferee to whom the licensee 
proposed to assign the license may have been innocent of any miscon-
duct, but manifestly there did not exist the complete disassociation of 
the guilty parties from the operation and control of KSHO-TV which 
has been effected by the trustee with respect to Twelve Seventy. 
Accordingly, It Vi ordered, This 16th day of March 1966, that the 
appeal from adverse rnling of the hearing examiner filed October 13, 
1965, by David N. Monta1711e, trnstee, Twelve Seventy, Inc., ls granted; 
It Vi further ordered, Tnat the application for consent to inrnluntary 
assignment of station license and construction permit of station 
WTID Newport News, Va., tendered for filing December 7, 1964, by 
David N. Montague, trustee of Twelve Seventy, Inc., ls accepted for 
filing, and the said application ls granted; 
It i8 further ordered, That the application for consent to voluntary 
assignment of station license and oonstruction permit of station WTID 
to Big T Corp., tendered for filing September 23, 1965, ls accepted for 
filing· · · ·. '.' · 
It is further ordered, That the pending application for renewal of 
station license of station WTID Is deferred for a period of 60 days 
from the release of this memorandum opinion and order; · 
It i8 further ordered, That the exceptions to the initial deeision of 
the hearing examiner, filed October 29, 1965, by the trustee, Are 
d~mi,Vised as moot; and 1 · • • · · 
It Ui further ordered, That the petition of the Broadcast Bureau to 
accept a late filed pleading Is granted, and the reply to exceptions 
submitted November 30, 1965, ls recei11ed. ' · · 
. i·: 2 F.C.C. 2d 
'· .. ~ 
. ; - ''" ·',: 
•. ;'•·r • ·1 · .. · 
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